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Pet level required: 20100% hit chance herd target, 177 on the first round due to flight damage, flight 295 on the second round, and flight 413 on the third round. Lasts up to 3 rounds. Opponents hit by the bunch take 50% increased damage to Round 2. Just browse for your screenshots using the form below. Screenshots with UI elements
are generally rejected in sight, the same goes for screenshots from the ModelViewer or character selection screen. High quality better! Review our screenshot guidelines before submitting! Just type the URL of the video in the form below. 5 XP Quest (this search can give money at the maximum level): CLUCK! Allows you to get a [chicken
egg] that teaches you how to call Westfall chicken small pets. Ingredients [Show] Source Note: It's convenient to buy [special chicken feed] before starting the search. Find and choose a chicken (left click). These are found around human settlements. You don't have to search in Westfall. If you accidentally click right you will kill the
chicken. Use/chicken (or/flap) emo with chicken as the target. A macro allows up to 255 lines. /Chicken/Chicken/Chicken/Chicken Chicken can turn friendly (green aura) for you and offer CLUCK! Search. It takes a few seconds to respond for a while. Look for the phrase 'chicken you feel on hopefully search' is available, but you can't see
until you've been able to 'discover low levels of view' in your minimap. Accept the search and complete the search. /Happy after you've completed the search and the chicken farm will turn into chicken egg robe eggs you prize chicken eggs. Any nearby character can get the search for brief times that chicken is friendly and offer discovery.
Aim to find some [special chicken feed] and return to your friend's chicken. Description Clak... kid-kid. kid-kid. BACAW! kid-kid. kid-kid. Cl. The chicken looks at you and then starts to scratch your paws in the ground. You think it's a word spelled out, but you're not sure what it is. It could be... S-A-L-D-E-A-N? Before you can ask, the
chicken gets away and goes about your business. Progress chicken stares at you with dark, cold eyes. It waits hungrily for you. BACAAAW! kid-kid. kid-kid. Cl. FULL BACAW!!! The chicken starts to goble down the feed you put down. After a moment, the chicken looks around, shuddering. It uncomfortably shuffles back and forth. Is this
chicken pregnant? You think you better check below it. A farm chicken egg will appear after completing the benefit smash search, which can be looted for a [chicken egg] - Westfall chicken small pet. Everyone will be able to rob the egg, even if they haven't discovered. The egg disappears after looting. This means that only one character
can loot it. This search is also available with Patch 3.1.0 Crowded characters. Note There is a low chance to make each/chicken or/flap attempt chicken responsive. Fifty to 10 hundred attempts are typical in the ballpark. In Westfall, the farmer sells Saldian [special chicken feed]. He is the only alliance vendor for the feed. The feed is not
usable and alts can be mailed or sold at the auction house. William Saldian in Brill sells feed to crowd characters. It is possible to do this discovery several times, even if you already have pets, and it is possible to have multiple lootable farm chicken eggs together by completing the search several times in succession. Farm chicken eggs
persist for at least several minutes. You won't receive any special benefits from excess [chicken eggs], but you can do this on behalf of others. Chicken that keeps farm chicken eggs under eggs while egg is spawned, and doesn't roam. Robbing the egg, from which it disappears, frees the chicken. If the chicken is killed while under the
egg, the egg will fade and disappear, but it may take several seconds. [Special chicken feed] is a food that you can eat, and this chicken counts toward tastes like a normal achievement macro a macro, strongly advising to complete this search in a short time. Creating the macro described above with 255 lines/chicken or/flap is the most
effective and often allows it to macro only once before procs. However, some users will miss the opportunity to accept the search or some users this creates an error or interval that will disconnect them or they will. Here are some alternative macros to try. This macro chicken emot will do 50 times: /i = 1, run for 50 DoEmote (chicken)
another macro that is less likely to lock the UI, doing an emot per second, about 52 times: / 1. function() t =getTime() n=this.n if n&gt;50 then this: hide() elseif t&gt;this.u=t+1 this.n=n+1 DoEmote (chicken) end) f:show() also see [chicken egg] article was source for macro. External Link Wow Classic WoW Classic General Discussion Hello,
I forgot about this bug and I wanted to bring it forward. Not really sure if this is a bug or something that was later applied to a patch or XPAC. To speak, I remember the way back when, you used to be able to buy a bag of seeds from farmer Saldean and do/chicken while clicked on one of the chickens near him. When you did this gesture
on more and more chicken, you'll eventually be able to rob him and then get the chicken as a pet. Was it implemented in a later detail or is it a bug that it was not working on a stress test? I saw in the stress test that it would not work. Pretty sure I saw people with pet chicken during the stress test. It worked in stress tests. Rejected by
chickens and tell you If I was snubbed by chickens I wouldn't know anyone. I would just be like pfft why I want a chicken pet they are dumb and then I want to cry myself softly when no one was around. (I have no idea if it worked on stress tests, so I'll assume my top 2 people are right. Maybe your chicken was bugged.) So little off the
topic like 1, I had no idea it was a thing back then. I remember going to Westfall and watching this male human warrior spamming/chicken over and over and over.. । It lasted about 10 minutes before I put a dot on the chicken and killed him. The warrior was very upset with me and called me like trying to remember using 1 way back
mechanics to share a name that would be inappropriate for me here. When I heard about chicken it was in tbc I guess? But, one thing I remember is how long it took me to do so. I complained about it on the vent for some giddi saying it should be broken. It just took a long time. Also created macros for this. I think they turn it into new
expacks as it doesn't take almost as long as now. Just RNGsus at work. It definitely works, I got chicken myself, although it appeared to search 1 before using emote took a good 15+ minutes of chicken feeling quizzically on you. Perhaps you should inspect it? Eventually!!! 1 As it works, you just have to do it on a chicken that's not already
on it. I got it. My chicken on stress test. /Chicken on any random chicken in the game, if after like 20/chicken it won't happen, think another chicken. It should work on first or second /chicken. Accept the search/cheer that chicken then you can turn into the search to get the egg Emilyanne: it lasted about 10 minutes before I put a dot on the
chicken and killed her a DoT.. । Sadistic. Your time is near, chicken! It was awesome.. । This is the bucket I remember people punishing quickly/more. Gnomatter: I remember people punishing early/chicken macro for this purpose that was among the first things my friends told me. Many/chicken and a/s cheer for good measure. Warcraft
Quest Name: CLUCK! Quest Lvl: 1Quest Aims: Find some special chicken feed and return to your friend's chicken. When you find it, /Cheer up before trying to give it special chicken feed. Quest Description: Cluck.. । kid-kid. kid-kid. BACAW! kid-kid. kid-kid. Cl. The chicken looks at you and then starts to scratch your paws in the ground.
You think it's a word spelled out, but you're not sure what it is. It could be... S-A-L-D-E-A-N? Before you can ask, the chicken gets away and goes about your business. Quest Donor: N/AQuest Awards: Experinece: 100 You'll find a vanity chicken petWOW quest guide: Go to any chicken and keep typing/chicken on it until you feel on
message chicken Quiz, maybe you can speed this up using a macro should observe it. Then there was The Trip saldian (56 31) to Westfall Saldian's farm. Talk with him and feed some special chicken (22 copper coins) so buy/cheer on any chicken (don't have the same one you/chicken ed). Chicken talk to you/ It completes the search
and gets you an egg which you can smash a chicken pet :)This search is officially an alliance itself, although if you combine alt/friend, then the alliance player can complete this quest many times need, the egg is lootable by all. The egg doesn't sell on ah though, it gets hamsbound when you pick up. This Wow Quest is a stand collected
using the coordinate coordinator (1.23) given in this guide. If you find any mistakes or alternative ways to complete the search, comment on the post to tell me the problem. Kid-Kid! Level: 1 - 50 (Requirements 1) Chicken ChickenXP: 5Rewards: [Chicken Egg] CLUCK! There is a search that allows you to get [chicken egg], which teaches
you how to call a Westfall chicken companion. Any chicken critter you have a small chance of offering discovery when you use/chicken (or/flap) emotion while it's targeted. Chicken will emotions the following whenever the search is available. Chicken looks at you quiz. Maybe you should inspect it? Aim to find some [special chicken feed]
and return to your friend's chicken. Description Clak... kid-kid. kid-kid. BACAW! kid-kid. kid-kid. Cl. The chicken looks at you and then starts to scratch your paws in the ground. You think it's a word spelled out, but you're not sure what it is. It could be... S-A-L-D-E-A-N? Before you can ask, the chicken gets away and goes about your
business. Progress chicken stares at you with dark, cold eyes. It waits hungrily for you. BACAAAW! kid-kid. kid-kid. Cl. FULL BACAW!!! The chicken starts to goble down the feed you put down. After a moment, the chicken looks around, shuddering. It uncomfortably shuffles back and forth. Is this chicken pregnant? You think you better
check below it. A farm chicken egg will appear after completing the benefit smash search, which can be looted for a [chicken egg] - Westfall chicken small pet. Everyone will be able to rob the egg, even if they haven't discovered. The egg disappears after looting. This means that only one character can loot it. This search with Patch 3.1.0
is also available for crowded characters. Walkthrough notes: It can be convenient to buy [special chicken feed] before starting the search. Find and target a chicken (left click). These are found around human settlements. You don't have to search in Westfall. Use frequent/chicken (or flap) emot when targeting chicken. Helps create a
simple macro. Chicken will eventually be chicken spirit Quiz on you. Perhaps you should inspect it? At this point, it will be friendly and offer CLUCK! Search. You can't see until you're keeping an eye on low-level quests on your minimap. Any nearby character can get the search for brief times that chicken is friendly and offer discovery.
Quickly accept the discovery, then receive some [special chicken feed] from Farmer Saldean in Westfall or William Saldean in Brill if you haven't done so already. Find a chicken (it's not the original one to be) and/or the original one. This chicken looks to expect you over and let you turn up in search. After completing the search the
chicken will have to lay a farm chicken egg, which you can loot for [chicken egg]. Note There is a low chance to make each/chicken or/flap attempt chicken responsive. Fifty to 10 hundred attempts are typical in the ballpark. In Westfall, the farmer sells Saldian [special chicken feed]. He is the only alliance vendor for the feed. The feed is
not usable and alts can be mailed or sold at the auction house. William Saldian in Brill sells feed to crowd characters. It is possible to do this discovery several times, even if you already have pets, and it is possible to have multiple lootable farm chicken eggs together by completing the search several times in succession. Farm chicken
eggs persist for at least several minutes. You won't receive any special benefits from excess [chicken eggs], but you can do this on behalf of others. Chicken that keeps farm chicken eggs under eggs while egg is spawned, and doesn't roam. Robbing the egg, from which it disappears, frees the chicken. If the chicken is killed while under
the egg, the egg will fade and disappear, but it may take several seconds. [Special chicken feed] is a food that you can eat, and it counts towards [the taste like chicken]. In the classic, crowd players are able to get soaking up, but the search hasn't offered because it's been added to crowd players in the wrath of Lich King. Macro a macro
is strongly recommended to complete this search in a short amount of time. Creating the macro described above with 255 lines of /chicken or /flap is most effective and often allows to macro only once before proxing it. However, for some users it creates an error or interval that will disconnect them or they will miss the opportunity to
accept the search. This macro chicken would do emot 50 times: /I run for =1, 50 doEmote (chicken) end patch changes Also see [chicken egg] article was the source for the macro. External Link Link
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